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1.0 Motivation
A search engine, like Google, is built using two pieces of infrastructure - a crawler that indexes the
web and a searcher that uses the index to answer user queries. While Google's crawler has worked
well, there is the issue of timeliness and the lack of control given to end-users to direct the crawl
according to their interests. The interface presented by such search engines is hence very limited.
Since the underlying index built out of the crawl is not exposed, it is difficult to build other
applications, such as focused crawlers (eg Bingo! [1]) that try to do more than just return a set of
URLs.
The goal of our project is to build a peer-to-peer (p2p) decentralized crawler deployable over the
wide-area. This decentralized crawler will serve as a base infrastructure for clients to build their
own personalized crawlers. Different clients can choose to build their own different and
personalized searching tools on top of this common crawling infrastructure. On top of allowing
for user control over the crawl, a distributed crawler can give the advantage of having better
aggregate bandwidth usage (as compared to a centralized crawler) where the crawlers are chosen
based on geographic proximity to the web sites that they are downloading from. As more nodes
join the system, the aggregate bandwidth increases and the crawl will scale organically. Based on
recent proposals on using p2p networks to index the web [13], it is conceivable that such an
infrastructure would require the use of the p2p networks themselves to actively crawl the web sites
for indexing.

2.0 Focus of the Project
The focus of the project is to build a distributed crawler that displays good scaling properties. We
will also explore different tradeoffs in the design space. We plan to deploy the crawler on Planetlab
[11].
The distributed crawler will be built using Distributed Hash tables (DHTs) [10]. DHTs provide
good load balancing and also graceful handling of node joins and leaves. This is important both
from a crawl-load distribution perspective, and also allows the crawl to proceed despite churn in the
network. To drive the actual crawl, we will utilize PIER, a P2P relational query engine [4] over
DHTs. In particular, we will utilize PIER's recursive query facilities (repeated web crawling fits the
recursive query model quite well). As for the actual downloading of the web pages, we will use the
TeSS (Telegraph Screen Scraper) infrastructure [3] which handles both ordinary and deep web
pages.
2.1 Load Distribution Policies

The key to achieving a scalable "crawling service" is in distributing the crawling load
appropriately. The data-flow shown above depicts only the load distribution _mechanism_ in its
essence. To partition the crawling load, there are many policies we can choose from. One of the
important contributions of this project is to study different partitioning policies. Some of these
policy choices include:
•
•
•
•

Partitioning the crawling by URL
Partitioning the crawling by hostname
Hierarchical partitioning by hostname that provides more crawling nodes for bigger
domains
Select geographically close crawlers for each target web site. Explore the use of triangle
inequality or the use of the "King" tool [2] from the University of Washington.

Picking different partitioning policies will have an impact on load balancing of both crawler and
web sites. It will also have an impact on bandwidth consumption, which may come be an important
factor in keeping our distributed crawler efficient.
2.2 Avoiding a DOS effect
It is important for the distributed crawler not to launch a DOS attack on the sites being crawled. An
important task will be to explore ways in which we can throttle back the number of total
connections to a given hostname. This is especially important if URLs display locality within
certain pages. E.g. a Yahoo page would contain several Yahoo links that would require crawling
the same page within a short time frame. Of course, different domains may be able to withstand a
different number of connections. There are trade-offs between the load balancing policy of choice
and the efficacy of our throttling techniques. For instance, it is easy to throttle load to a given web
site when we have partitioned the crawling by the domain hostname, but that might not be a good
way to evenly balance the load. Coordinating different crawlers to throttle their access to a web
site would require distributed state maintenance. A naive solution is to require nodes to periodically
publish information on their download rates on rate-limited sites into the DHT. A continuous query
executed in PIER is used to aggregate the crawl statistics and sent to the participating crawler. This
scheme exposes tradeoffs in timeliness vs bandwidth consumptions.
2.3 Crawl Reordering
Individual crawler nodes may choose to shuffle the order in which the crawl is performed. This
reordering can be encapsulated within a reordering PIER operator, and the reordering policies will
be based on user-defined functions. This allows crawl policies that can be prioritized by how
important page is or catered to user interests. This gives more flexible crawl orderings apart from
the standard randomized, breadth-first or depth-first crawls.
2.4 Metrics
We plan to use some of the following metrics in evaluating the tradeoffs discussed:

•
•
•

Throughput (total pages crawled per unit of wall clock time)
Message overheads (bandwidth per page crawled)
Accesses per unit time (for each hostname) => this serves as a metric for how effective our
anti-DOS policies are

2.5 Other Research Issues
Our primary goal in building this crawler is to make it feasible and efficient. We have identified
several other important and interesting issues worth exploring as part of future work beyond the
class project.
•
•
•
•

•

Provide a keyword search facility for the crawler. This is orthogonal to the design of the
crawler.
Build-in crawl personalization facilities for end-users. We will provide the base
infrastructure to do personalized crawls, but leave the personalization to higher-level
applications.
Persistent storage and indexing of web pages. This is orthogonal to the design of the
crawler. For better persistence, storing the web pages in Oceanstore [12] would be ideal.
In the P2P environments, we recognize that fault tolerance is an important issue. When a
crawler node fails, some sites may fail to get crawled. Fault tolerance can be addressed with
running redundant queries at the Query Processor layer. Better techniques may be available
to us that provide similar reliability at lower bandwidth overheads.
We will primarily use the Bamboo DHT, but it is interesting to see how different DHTs will
impact the crawler's performance.

3.0 Related Work
Most of the existing distributed crawlers [5,6,9] deal with implementation issues of parallel
crawlers. In these environments, they do not have to deal with node failures, and communication
overheads are less of a concern. Because they are typically deployed "in-house", their bottleneck
bandwidth is usually their organization's incoming and outgoing bandwidth to the outside world. As
their nodes are not distributed, they cannot leverage on geographic proximity. The MIT Chord
project has a web archival system [8] proposed that uses Chord for crawling the web. However,
they have only tried their system for a small number of nodes, and do not handle rate-limiting of
content providers.
To our best knowledge, Grub [7] is the only widely used P2P web crawler. They are not truly a
decentralized infrastructure as they use a SETI@Home architecture. Their selling point is that their
system will crawl the web at a much faster rate as more nodes participate in the crawl.
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